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Date/Time 
Wednesday 20th January 2016 

at 4.32 p.m. 
Location V29 (HCC) 

Attendees Initials 

 

Attendees Initials 

Janet Boland (Chair) JB Lynda Price LP 

Charlotte Bowles CBO Glenn Smith GSM 

Gill Donne-Davis GD Marie-Claire Adams MCA 

Mireille Gaches MG Nick Millward NMI 

Stephanie Johnson (Vice-Chair) SJ Rob Robson RRO 

Simon Maplesden SMA   

 

Apologies Initials  Absent without Apology Initials 

Andy Holt     

 

In Attendance Initials   Minutes to 

Sarah Matthews SM Clerk  Attendees and Apologies 

    Governors 

    Website 

 

 Agenda Led by 

1 Apologies  Chair  

2 Declaration of Interest Chair  

3 Minutes of the last meeting – 25th November 2015 Chair 

4 Matters Arising  
 Item 4 - Matters Arising (Review School Performance Data) – item 

postponed until information received.  AHO expected this to be December. 
AHO to advise as to when this will be an agenda item. 

 Item 9 – Termly Review of Risk Register – Committee to note MBU has 
updated 12b and c following September meeting.  Action completed. 

 Item 22 – Any funding issues for the Resources Committee – 
Committee to note issue of departmental capitation has been taken to 
Resources Committee (to be picked up through 5 year budget). 

 

GSM 

 

 

Action Completed 

 

Action Completed 

5 Policy Review - Assessment Policy GSM 

6 Monitor and Evaluate progress of College Improvement Plan – feedback to Full 

Governing Body 

ELT 

7 Link Governor Reports ELT/Chair 

8 Review of Curriculum and College Rhythm 

 School session times 

 Forthcoming academic year curriculum model 

 Curriculum options to be offered for KS4 and Post 16 

GSM 

9 Review of Risk Register – Update JB 

10 Student Progress 

 Interventions 

 Progress on Vulnerable Groups 

 Monitor provision of PSHE/CEIAG 

GSM 

 

11 Feedback on website on SEN Provision in line with statutory duties NMI 

12 Sixth Form Update GSM 

13 New proposals for Category B and C trips  GSM 

14 Review of Parents Evenings GSM 
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 Year 9 

15 Annual review of parent consultation arrangements GSM 

16 Report from Assistant Principal Learning & Teaching on development of 

teaching and impact 

MCA 

17 Literacy Update  

18 Any funding issues for Resources Committee MCA 

19 Identify and Celebrate Pupil and Staff Achievements Chair 

20 Part 2 minutes  Chair 

21 Chair’s Business – update on Annual Cycle 

 Review processes to promote community cohesion 

 Interim review of college prospectus and website, including statutory 

information on curriculum, pupil premium and SEND as well as key 

performance data, SEF, CIP and Internal Raise and feedback to FGB 

Chair 

22 Date and time of next meeting – Wednesday 9th March 2016 at 4.30 p.m. Chair 

  

Ref Action or Decision Action Date Due 

1 Apologies 

Apologies were accepted from AHO.  It was noted there was a quorum present.    

 

 

 

2 Declaration of Interest 

None     

  

3 Minutes of last meeting (25th November 2015) 

The minutes of the meeting held on the 25th November 2015 had been circulated to 
all committee members in advance of the meeting.   

The minutes were agreed, (proposed JB, seconded SJ) as a true and 
accurate record of that meeting and signed accordingly by the Chair.   

Clerk - 

Minutes to 
File and 
Website 

 

4 Matters Arising 

 Item 4 - Matters Arising (Review School Performance Data) – item 
postponed until information received.  AHO originally expected this to be 
December. GSM reported that AHO will now be able to provide an update 
on this at the Full Governing Body meeting as we have generated ‘Internal 
Raise’. 

 Item 9 – Termly Review of Risk Register – Committee noted MBU has 
updated 12b and c following September meeting.  Risk Register to be 
covered under item 9.  LP said that SJ would also be welcome to attend 
the meetings. 

 Item 22 – Any funding issues for the Resources Committee – 
Committee noted that the issue of departmental capitation had been taken 
to Resources Committee (and will be picked up through the 5 year 
budget). Noted 

Additional Matters Arising: 

 Item 19 – Low uptake of visual arts/music – it was noted that the 
numbers were in for the KS4 options.  Drama and Music were fairly well 
opted for by the current Y8.  The Head of Department (HoD) for CreATE 
had spoken with AHO and does not see a need to combine the 2 subjects.  
It was noted that, with regards to visual arts, this is a different issue and 
there is no update on this yet.  

 Page 7 - Monitoring and Evaluation of the Appraisal Policy 
(Performance and Pay Committee) – LP reported that KS 

(Chair/Member of the Performance and Pay Committee) has now resigned 
so a new member will be required.    LP will raise this during her one-to-
one meetings with governors.  The Terms of Reference state that this new 
member must also be a member of the Teaching & Learning Committee.  
Staff are not able to stand so this limits who is able to take on this role. LP 
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Agenda 

item 
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said there may be a need to open it up to both committees so she will 
bring this to the Full Governing Body. 

 Item 16 – Sixth Form Update – LP asked if there was any update on 
the uptake for the Level 2 course. GSM said that the Head of Sixth Form 
had recently completed a week of interviews and that she was quite 
positive about these.  He added that some of the interest in the level 2 
courses will come post exam results.  

 Item 17 - New Proposals for Category B and C trips – LP asked if 
there was any update on the insurance cover for the French Exchange.  
GSM said that the college would lose some of the money for the trip. 

5 Policy Review 

 Assessment Policy – MCA reported that she is awaiting feedback from 
the Change Team. The idea is that the Assessment Policy and the 
Feedback Policy will be combined into one ‘Assessment and Feedback 
Policy’ to bring it in line with Ofsted guidance.  MCA requested that the 
new combined policy is on the HT4 agenda. 

 

Agenda 
item for 

HT4 

 

6 Monitoring and Evaluate Progress of College Improvement Plan 

GSM reminded governors that they had all received copies of the plan.  LP said that 
she had reviewed the plan and discussed this with GSM (overall she felt it was very 
good).  She felt the plan was very succinct and she could see that a lot of work had 
gone into it.  She added that it ties in with the 5 year strategy for the college.  GSM 
asked if there were any comments from the other governors.  There were none. 

 

GSM stated that the ELT were quite pleased with the progress the CLC (College 
Leadership Committee) were making.  He added that he felt that for the first few 
years the plan had a ‘scatter gun’ approach but was now much more streamlined 
and focussed on a few areas.  Feedback from Heads of Departments (HoDs) was 
that this was appreciated. 

 

It was noted that LLttF was the ‘Live Life to the Full Programme’. GSM reported that 
the current Y10 are going through this programme.  It is being delivered through 
support from Exeter University. The first part was delivered by JWR (HoD - ICT) and 
the second part will be delivered by JWR and HBO (Careers Education Information 
Advice and Guidance Co-ordinator). This will be done through 8 P.E. lessons.  GSM 
stated that a progress check had been carried out in November and all was going 
well.   

 

RRO asked SMA (as a member of staff) if the plan was more coherent.  SMA said 
that he felt it was shorter and therefore easier to remind yourself of what was in the 
plan.  RRO asked if SMA felt it linked to appraisal targets. SMA said he did and that 
themes could be picked up from the plan. 

  

7 Link Governor Reports 

Link Governor Meetings - format 

JB reported that there were a number of reports outstanding for good reasons. She 
felt that, due to the change in the format of the link governor meetings, there was 
now a need to review what happens with the reports.  In the past the Chair of the 
Curriculum Committee has met with AHO to go through the reports and produce a 
summary report.  However, as the format of the link meetings has now changed 
from using a template of questions to focussing on the individual Department 
Actions Plans, JB felt that it may not be effective to produce a summary report. 

 

SMA said that the question this committee needs to agree on, is what they actually 
want to know as a result of the meetings. GSM said that he felt that the change in 
style was moving in the right direction and that it was right to move away from the 
format of a fixed template and to focus on the Department Action Plans.  He said 
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governors should be asking what is the foci of the Department Action Plans, what 
progress has been made and what are the EBIs (Even Better Ifs).  GSM said that 
the ELT focus on: 

 how department reviews had gone,  

 what should be celebrated  

 and what needs support.   

 

LP asked if the ELT Links see the Link Governor Reports and felt that it was 

important for them to do so. 

 

JB referred to the email outlining the new link governor process and said that, Link 
Governors had been given a copy of the Department Action Plan, but it was 
essential that the whole process was purposeful. She added that she did not want it 
to cause additional work for HoDs.  JB asked if individual link reports should be 
circulated to all governors.  LP said she did not think this was right as Link 
Governors had built up a relationship with their HoD and she did not want them to 
be reluctant to discuss certain issues due to concerns about the sharing of 
information. 

 

MCA said she felt that the Link Governors should view the meetings as a way to 
keep up to date with their departments and that any good points/concerns should 
be shared with this committee.   SMA said he would like to know if any departments 

are having trouble with feedback or particular students.  SJ asked, as governors 
would be asking similar questions, whether a crib sheet would be beneficial.  
However, JB reminded the committee that the meetings were not meant to have 
pre-determined questions but should focus on the individual plans.   

 

SJ said her view was that the meetings should be more of a relationship building 
process and that the individual points made at the meetings can be lost when a 
summary report is collated.  SJ said that maybe Link Governors should feed back to 
the Full Governing Body, but that individual points should be discussed with the ELT 
Link.  SJ said that she always hands over any issues that arise from her meeting to 
her ELT Link.  This, she feels, means that the process has a real purpose. 

 

GD felt that if Link Governors only reported back when there was an issue this may 
not be purposeful as what one governor viewed as an issue another might not.  
Additionally governors may consider an issue not to be important which the ELT 
would.  She added that it was essential that the meetings allowed the governors to 
build a relationship with the HoD (and that the HoD could use them as a sounding 
block). 

 

GSM reminded governors that the role of the Link Governors was to be a critical 
friend.  Link Governors would need to know if all the barriers that HoDs face have 
been removed and if they are doing what they need to.  They would also need to 
know what progress the HoD has made since the last review and what the latest 
plans are. GSM felt that this was very simple. JB said it was important not to put too 
much pressure on the HoDs by expecting them to produce additional information. 

 

GSM said in summary he felt that the Link Governors should ask for an update on 
plans and ask to see the updated SEF following the department reviews. 

 

Department Reviews 

LP asked if there had been any. GSM confirmed there had. He added that there is a 
new format and reviews are now led by the department teams.  Dates for the 
Department Reviews can be found in the Self-Evaluation Calendar 2015-16 (see 
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“Our Key Documents”). 

 

A brief discussion took place with regards to governor attendance at the reviews.  
Many felt that, as there was a new format, they were not kept up to date on the 
outcome and when they had taken place.  GSM reported that so far the following 
reviews had taken place:  Maths, Science, MFL and English.  Also reports are not 
generated now, instead the Department SEF is updated in light of review findings. 

 

The following was also noted: 

 The CreATE review was currently underway and they had opted to do 2 
weeks instead of one. 

 English have planned 2 reviews and Humanities also intend to do 2. 

 Science want to include more peer observations.   SJ had attended part of 
the Science Review (and had met with the HoD prior to this to do the Link 
Governor meeting). 

 MCA stated that the HoDs design the format of the reviews. This is new for 
the college so all involved are getting to grips with what is needed.  She 
felt that it was essential that governors were involved in the process and 
had noted that both the Science and CreATE Link Governors had already 
done so.  

 SJ felt that the new format was very good and very refreshing. She had 
noted that teachers were carrying out lesson observations on other 
teachers which she felt was much better than this always being a member 
of the ELT (and governor). 

 

JB felt this was all very positive but it was essential that Resources Governors were 
also aware of the new format and the progress.  It was agreed this could be done 
through the Teaching and Learning feedback to the Full Governing Body.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

JB – to FGB 

8 Review of Curriculum and College Rhythm 

 School session times – Governors noted that this has not changed. The 

only temporary change is made during the exam period (this is a change to 

the lunch-time). 

 Forthcoming academic year curriculum model – Governors noted 

that this is currently being finalised (a brief discussion was also had under 

‘matters arising’). 

 Curriculum options to be offered for KS4 and Post 16 – Governors 
noted that the college are currently considering a Level 2 course (also 
briefly discussed under ‘matters arising’).  GSM also updated governors on 
the EPQ (Extended Project Qualification). 

  

9 Termly review of Risk Register - Update 

JB reported that the working party had met prior to this meeting.  The following 
was agreed: 

 1c - Quality of provision falls below acceptable levels (Lack of 
specialist staff affects delivery of the curriculum) – this will be on 
the list for both committees to assess.  

 8 - Equality of opportunity is compromised as groups of students 
receive fewer or lower quality learning opportunities.  LP reported 
that the working party had discussed the able and most able students and 
this would probably be a special topic for the Full Governing Body in May. 

 Dates – a few dates will need updating. 

 Gifted and Talented – the register mentions Gifted and Talented and this 
will need updating to Most/More Able. 

SJ left the meeting at 5.08 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

JB 
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JB 

 

10 Student Progress   
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 Interventions – GSM reported that intervention classes have started 
nightly after college for Y11 students.  Approximately 100 students have 
interventions in place. GSM asked for the minutes to note a ‘thank you’ to 
all staff involved.  As part of the extended ELT meetings, a number of 
Associate Assistant Principals have fed back on their individual learning 
projects. GSM updated governors on HBO’s which included an overview of 
the changes to Y7/8/ and 9.  It was noted that Y8 students will have some 
career advice but this will mostly be done in Y10 and Y11.  HBO is 
currently updating the Schemes of Learning. 

 Progress on Vulnerable Groups – GSM reported that DCC have asked if 
Devon Schools can provide internal data for Y11.  AHO and the Data 
Support & Timetable Administrator have compiled this data.  GSM updated 
governors as to which students came under the umbrella of vulnerable 
groups.    He explained that sometimes this group will be referred to as 
disadvantaged students but that the group includes forces children and 
they are not always disadvantaged.  GSM said if you look at RAISEonline, 
HCC is slightly below the national average for FSM (Free School Meal) 
numbers.  However, he pointed out that some families are very reluctant to 
sign up to FSM.  GSM then provided a summary of Y11 predictions (all 
pupils predictions, Y11 disadvantaged pupils predications, Y11 other pupil 
predictions) which was broken down into basics (% of cohort attaining A*-
C in English and Maths), EBacc (% of cohort attaining), Attainment 8 score 
(predicted score), Progress 8 (predicted score), Progress 8 English 
(predicted score), and Progress 8 Maths (predicted score).  In summary 
GSM said that it is looking positive for Y11. 

 Monitor provision of PSHE/CEIAG – GSM reported that he had 
received a full report from HBO (PSHE/CEIAG) at the extended ELT 
meeting.  Each Associate Assistant Principal has been tasked with 
producing a report about a project they have been assigned, HBO’s was 
regarding the provision of PSHE/CEIAG (note: PSHE = Personal, Social, 
Health and Economic Education).  GSM said that feedback will be given at 
the end of the year.  He added that Student Voice had not yet been done 
and that feedback so far had been from HBO.  He stated that the best 
place to look for information on this is the SEF (School Evaluation Form) 
which is on-line.  CBO reported that she has covered a Y7 lesson on anti-
bullying etc. and that students had seemed to enjoy this.  LP asked if HBO 
has put out the programme yet. GSM said that she is doing this at the 
moment.  To date she has been building on the work of the member of 

staff previously in the role.  LP suggested that governors may wish to add 
PSHE to the new Careers Link Governor role.  Governors felt this as a good 
idea and GD expressed an interest in this. 

 

GSM – to 
note 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LP/GSM -  

Special 
Topic for 
HT6 (to 
discuss) 

 

 

 

 

LP/GD 

11 Feedback on website on SEN Provision in line with statutory duties 

NMI reported that HCC has taken part in an assessment that would normally be 
carried out by Ofsted.  As a result of completing this, HCC was found to be one of 
the best in the County. 

SJ re-joined the meeting at 5.20 p.m. 

 

HCC and one other school will be the lead schools in developing a new strategy (the 
SEN Code of Practice is already in place). 

 

NMI stated that HCC are now a destination school for a lot of SEN students not in 
the catchment area.  He explained that the college can only accept a student if they 
are in the catchment or if the adjustments required will not have a negative impact 
on those students from the feeder primaries. 

 

NMI reported that there was a huge list of statutory requirements to answer 
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questions on (approximately 50). These are linked to local and national picture. 

 

JB, on behalf of the committee, congratulated NMI on the outcome of the 
assessment. 

12 Sixth Form Update 

GSM reported that he is currently the ELT Link for the Sixth Form (previously AHO).  
He advised governors that 28 out of 44 students have applied for University through 
UCAS.  Of the 28, 3 had been given unconditional offers, which was very pleasing.  

GSM asked for the minutes to note a thank you to SBU (Selena Burroughs - Head of 
Sixth Form) and SAN (Shelagh Andrews - PA to Vice-Principal Curriculum & 
Achievement).  It was noted that SAN had spent time with each of the students in 
order to support them with writing their statements.  GSM said that SAN is an 
expert in this area and she makes a real difference.  He added that this is very 
important with the demise of the AS levels.  GSM stated that there are no more AS 
levels except Maths which will continue for one more year.  JB asked if GSM was 
aware of any reason for this. It was noted that this was to accommodate the 
introduction of the new maths GCSE (because the first study group will be the 
current Y10). 

 

GSM stated that the Sixth Form has been through one round of Student Voice.  
Mocks are this week and are going well.  There is only concern about one student in 
one subject out of the whole of Y12, which is good. 

 

JB asked for confirmation that GSM felt that the recruitment strategy for the new 
Sixth Form students was effective. GSM said it was the right decision and the rigour 
has paid off. 

 

It was noted that DT (Dave Travers – appointed as governor in October 2016) will 
be assisting with a talk on life/finance skills to Sixth Form Students. 

  

13 New Proposals for Category B and C trips 

GSM reported that there are no new proposals for the committee to consider. 

 

French Exchange - GSM stated that the college is currently trying to finalise the 
re-arranged French Exchange.  He explained that it is very complicated due to three 
schools being involved (HCC, The King’s School and the exchange school in France).  
JBI (Jenny Bigmore – PA to Principal) and MTH (Miriam Theeten – French Teacher 

HCC) have been working hard to overcome issues with Eurostar/dates.  Governors 
noted that the money from the cancelled trip will be held by the college until the trip 
can go ahead.  GSM said that one of the issues was that the trip would now have to 
run in the build up to the exams so some students may wish to postpone their 
exchange until a later date. 

  

14 Review of Parents Evenings 

 Upper College Awards - GSM reported that the evening went well.  Not 
all Y13 pupils were back from university so this did cause an issue.  The 
Head of Sixth Form is proposing to move the Y11/12/13 to the summer 
term whilst students are still here. TSK (Tom Skelding – Head of Learning 
for Y11) is in agreement.  Y7/8/9/10 would be held around Christmas time.  
ST and LP who were both at the awards evening felt that the attendance 
this year was particularly bad in comparison to others.  GD asked if this 
was because more students than usual were still away.  GSM felt this could 

possibly be the case. GD pointed out that it could also be that once 
students have left the college they may not wish to come back for an 
awards ceremony.  

 Year 9 – GSM shared some positive feedback from the evening with 
governors.   JB (who assisted on the reception desk) and GSM both felt the 
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timings for the evening were better. GSM said that some parents still had 
more than their allocated 5 minutes and this needs to be addressed so that 
they take up the issue beforehand and book a separate meeting with the 
teacher concerned.  GD said she felt it was the teacher’s responsibility to 
stop the meeting at the end of the 5 minutes and parents should not be 
expected to do this.  JB/GSM both felt this was difficult to do in practice.  
GSM said it may be a training issue and he had spoken to the individual 
teachers concerned.  GSM said he would arrange for the information to be 
put on the website to remind parents of the process and also that each 

meeting must only be 5 minutes.  GSM pointed out that some teachers 
have 2 Y9 classes and therefore it is very difficult to see every parent. 

 

 

 

GSM 

 

 

 

 

 

15 Annual review of parent consultation arrangements 

Calendar – GSM reported that this is published in June.  All year groups have 
parent evenings.  There are also Parent Forums for each key stage.  GSM asked if 
governors felt there needed to be any changes to this format. SMA suggested a Y7 
evening at the start of the year (i.e. a ‘settling-in’ evening as was held in the past 
but had now stopped).  RRO said this was something he had considered this year 
(but was concerned about introducing another evening into the college calendar).  
However he would look into this for the next intake as there will be a new Head of 
Year.  The issue of a joint Y7 Parent Evening/Y6 Open Evening was discussed.  RRO 
said that Y7 students would be able to show parents how well they had settled in, 
however it may be difficult to occupy Y6 parents whilst speaking to Y7 parents.  
RRO said he will be looking into introducing an informal evening for Y7 parents but 
does not yet have a date.  SJ felt it would be a good public relations exercise.  SMA 
felt it would be good to include all staff and not just tutors.  JB pointed out it would 
be a good opportunity to develop relationships with parents. SMA suggested that it 
could be linked to Parent Forums (and may be a way of encouraging parents to 
attend the Forums).  RRO said it would be a good opportunity for Y7 students to 
show parents their work however recognised there was a need to balance this with 
the demands placed on staff.  LP stated that she did not think it was a good idea to 
mix the Y6/7 evenings as the focus of each event may be lost. 

  

16 Report from Assistant Principal Learning & Teaching on development of 
teaching & impact 

MCA shared her PowerPoint with the committee which covered the following areas: 

 Teaching Standards 

 Appraisals Targets 

 Lesson Observations 

 How the college is ‘grading’ teaching 

 Any developments/area to work on. 

A copy of the slides will be shared with the committee (Note: to be emailed out with 
draft minutes). 

 

Governor Questions/Comments: 

 Change Teams – LP asked if these were internal. MCA confirmed they 
were and staff were from across departments.  MCA gave an example of 
the work of one of the change teams (i.e. an action research project) and 
explained this would be shared at the next inset day in February.  This will 
give staff the opportunity to follow this up in-house. 

 Grading - MCA reminded governors that Learning Walks were not graded. 
SJ out pointed that lesson observations were also not graded.  MCA said 
that Ofsted do the same as HCC and follow a triangulated approach which 
includes student voice and what is seen in the classroom. MCA said it is 
important to maintain the rigour and that more detail may need to be 
added in the next step. She added that the appraiser/appraisee must make 
sure they keep on top of this each year. 

 Link Governors – SJ said that as the Link Governor of Science she had 
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noted that there had been an issue with the mock exams due to a different 
formula used by the Maths department to the Science department.  
However she was aware that the two departments had discussed this and 
the Maths department had been very accommodating. 

 DEAR (Drop Everything and Read) – SMA asked if there had been any 
update.  MCA said she is still looking into this and will report back at HT5. 

 

 

Agenda 
item for 

HT5 

17 Literacy Update 

MCA updated governors on the Read, Write, Inc. programme and explained that 
NMI was the expert.  Funding is available for this ‘Catch-up’ (£6,000) and a working 
group has already been set up (led by KLA, Karen Lane – English Teacher).  This 
takes place at lunch time. NMI explained that the programme is used in primary 
schools so is an extension of this. 

  

18 Any funding issues for the Resources Committee 

It was noted that there were no issues to report. 

  

19 Identify and Celebrate Pupil and Staff Achievements 

 Celebration Assembly – RRO updated the committee on the new 
format.  More students had been recognised (tutors had been asked to 
nominate 6 students each and the HoL for each year had then chosen who 
to give the award to).  A quiz had also been introduced.  He thanked those 
governors who had attended (MG, LP and SJ).   

 Staff Achievements – RRO reported that at the end of the year, praise 
postcards had been put up in the staff room (which included a message 
from the line manager).  An update was given at assembly.  RRO asked 
SMA/CBO (as members of staff) want they thought of this. Both found it 
useful.  SMA added that it is always nice to receive praise. 

 Carol Concert – Governors noted that this had gone well and feedback 
was very positive. 

 Cover Supervisor – MCA reported that she had received some very 
positive feedback about the college from a cover supervisor who had 
recently worked here. 

 Area Finalist – GSM updated governors on the success of a student at 
HCC who is through to the area finals for a writing competition run by the 
Royal Mail (details have been put on the college website). 

  

20 Part 2 Minutes  

The meeting went into Part 2 at 6.07 p.m.  Proposed: JB Seconded: SJ. 

The meeting came out of Part 2 at 6.12 p.m.  Proposed: JB, Seconded: CB. 

  

21 Chair’s Business – update on Annual Cycle 

 Review processes to promote community cohesion – Governors 

noted that this item is no longer required on the annual cycle. Clerk to 

remove item. 

 Interim review of college prospectus and website, including 

statutory information on curriculum, pupil premium and SEND as 

well as key performance data, SEF, CIP and Internal Raise and 

feedback to FGB – Governors noted that this will be covered as part of 

Chair/Principal meetings (feedback through Link Governor). 

 Home School Agreements – LP asked if everyone was aware that these 

were no longer required. NMI felt that the agreements were helpful as this 

provided the college with some sort of recourse.  It was noted that the ELT 

would be discussing this further and would feedback at the next meeting. 

 

Action 
completed 
20.01.2016 

 

Action 
completed 
20.01.2016 

LP/GSM – 
to note 

 

RRO 

 

22 Date of next meeting  

Wednesday 9th March 2016 at 4.30 p.m.  Location to be advised. 

Meeting ended at 6.20 p.m. 

  

 


